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About This Content

Mushihimesama V1.5, also known as "Matsuri" mode, is an alternate game mode for Mushihimesama with remixed content and
new game mechanics.

There are a number of differences compared to the original game:

The stages have an alternate, more saturated color palette.

An awesome remixed soundtrack exclusive to this mode.

Enemies are positioned in new locations and fire somewhat different shot patterns. Some strategies will need to be re-
learned.

You can collect amber from the ground by holding the focus shot button.

You begin with two options equipped.

You can also activate MAX mode by selecting full power weapons in the weapon selection screen. There are a number of
additional changes specific to MAX mode:
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You begin with a fully powered weapon right at the start of the game, but at the cost of increased difficulty and bullet
speed.

Collecting amber chips increases your counter. You can generate large amber by shooting enemies at point blank range
to increase the counter faster.

Bullets are much faster when the counter is over 10,000 or 50,000, but you will get increased points.

You begin with only one bomb, but with the MAX mode enabled Reco will defend herself automatically if hit.

MAX mode encourages a very aggressive play style right from the start of the game and presents a different challenge for
veteran players to enjoy.
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Awe yeeeeeah!. Definitely worth it. The newly-arranged enemy encounters are a real blast, and the remixed OST suits the
amped-up action.. If you enjoy Mushihimesama at all, you need this DLC. The 1.5 version really makes you rethink how to
approach enemies and starting out with 2 options, plus a fully powered up weapon if you activate MAX mode is just so much
fun. I think my favorite thing about this mode is the soundtrack though. The late Ryu Umemoto really brings a new flavor to
each stage with his arrangements and the sound contributes so much to really making the stages feel different. 1.5 is probably
my favorite mode in all of Mushihimesama!. Makes a great game even better. As a casual gamer, I would have to say I don't
really like harder, but this DLC is a little different, I would have to say its a challenge, but a nice change of pace too. But also
since a little more going on, on the screen, seems to be a bit more slow down here and there, not sure if that supposed to be there
or just to help players get out of tougher situations, almost bullet-time'ish. I don't honestly find it annoying though, its as though
the ARCADE board isnt fast enough and its just replicating that on your PC. The voice overs, upbeat tempo's and music really
do bring this fun little shooter to life. Overall, in my opinion, this is the funnest SHMUP STEAM has to offer and with this
DLC its even funner. Not sure if this shouldn't have been included in the game itself, but honestly it doesn't matter, well worth
the little extra. The XBox360 has so many overseas titles to its name, its hard to believe developers\/publishers haven't brought
more stuff like this to STEAM. Nice job CAVE, two thumbs up! Now please start porting over everything else :). Original
MAX is insane!
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